Open-Plan Solutions

With our collection of panel and non-panel-based systems, open landscape work areas can accommodate privacy, worker autonomy, and spatial efficiency. These systems are a natural fit to support individual and collective work, simultaneously. By providing a clean, open configuration, our product mix can support all work styles.
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Storage  14
Our panel-based systems offer a streamlined framework that tells your brand story throughout the entire workplace environment. Bringing together a wide range of complementary components and products, these workstations can be outfitted with customized graphics, mixed materials, layered panels, seamed panels, and more.
Create compelling spaces with a flexible infrastructure that captures your culture and brings out peoples best.

Narrate epitomizes the future of adaptable, modern design. With a crisp, clean aesthetic, Narrate offers a streamlined framework that allows you to tell your brand story throughout the workplace landscape. Narrate provides designers with the ability to maximize flexibility, while bringing together a wide range of complementary components and products – and, never compromising design.
Xsite allows limitless opportunities to design spaces that maximize user experience by eliminating boundaries and allowing design to emerge freely.

Xsite provides the essential building blocks to create the foundation of a workstation while offering a surplus of options to enhance functionality and aesthetics. Think beyond the usual vertical and horizontal constraints.
Cetra has it all—along with the planning convenience of systems furniture, the solidity of steel frames, and the design flexibility of a wide range of panels, finishes, and trim.

Option-rich Cetra lets you use monolithic panels, or mix materials on sectional panels, for striking elegance in high visibility areas. Mix fabric, metal, glass, and wood in almost any combination to create a strong, sophisticated statement in your space.
With Interworks EQ, you can build workspaces that are highly functional and visually appealing. Utilizing just a few key components, everything comes together quickly and simply to make spaces that accommodate change and growth.

All the pieces you need, without any of the usual hassles. Straightforward components make Interworks EQ a cinch to understand, plan, specify, and install. Clean lines and durable construction give you a highly-functional panel system that won’t bust your budget. And it’s just as easy to take apart and reconfigure.
When it comes to today's open office floorplans, visual expression is a significant factor in choosing the right configuration. But, that selection must also provide proper functionality to create a successful workspace. Our non-panel-based workstations empower users to effortlessly construct the ideal workspace – from heads down focus to lively collaboration...and everything in between.
Xsede Height Adjust

Xsede Height Adjust takes daily work to different levels.

Workplace design should address the need for privacy while offering the freedom to choose an individualized work mode. The versatile components of Xsede Height Adjust provide balance for an active style of work with a welcome aesthetic and functionality that fosters creativity, well-being, and engagement.
Xsede's thoughtful design and versatile components help you do more with less. Divide space and tailor workstation privacy as needed, while keeping the space feeling light and airy.

Xsede balances focus and collaboration by providing the freedom to develop the space you need. Effortlessly create and construct your ideal workspace – from heads down focus to lively collaboration and everything in between.
Footprint

Its solid foundation and integrated functionality make it easy to customize and create the right solution for the right design strategy.

With numerous options and integrated compatibility, Footprint is inherently versatile. An extensive offering of coordinated details, materials, and finishes allows Footprint to deliver greater flexibility and aesthetic cohesiveness to every solution. No matter what the space requirements are, Footprint can easily adapt.
Create functional, expressive walls by utilizing a unique palette of honest materials.

Designed with full functionality in mind to maximize wall space and integrate into the open plan, Work|Able takes a modern approach with simplicity in design to facilitate collaboration, opening up a whole new way of leveraging the wall aesthetic and functionality that fosters creativity, well-being and engagement.
Traxx & Tiles

Traxx is an innovative wall system that transforms architectural elements into useful square footage.

Its simple and intuitive design allows you to easily incorporate panels, functional tiles, worksurfaces, and storage to any space. By mounting this sturdy rail system directly to building walls, each space can effortlessly be customized to meet your needs.
Kimball offer storage and shelving solutions that are applicable in a myriad of environments. Including undersurface, low, overhead, vertical, mobile, shelving, and pull-out storage, our broad offering provides the flexibility to individualize each space with an extensive material selection.
Footprint’s extensive portfolio complements any setting.

Its reliable reputation starts with the basics, and, with the ability to effectively integrate product, Footprint can adapt to any environment or workspace requirement. Its solid foundation and integrated functionality make it easy to customize and create the right solution for the right design strategy.
Kimball metal filing and storage solutions are engineered and built for long-term durability.

With a range of styles to choose from, Fundamental Files are available in two to five-high units for use in file banks and storage islands, or as separation and space division.
Storage is a necessity in any productive workspace and Kimball offers the perfect solution to meet those everyday storage requirements.

Individual workspaces are getting ever smaller, but workers still need storage. File banks are utilitarian, yet they need to blend in and complement the interior design, and they must be rock solid and secure. Enter LF. A metal filing series that supports storage requirements and meets the needs of a multitude of work environments.